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Notes from the President 
 

At this time of year, it is nice to look back and think of all we have accomplished. You, the members of KSA, 
have had a wonderful 2014. We hosted a regional contest, provided glider rides at Hutchinson and Newton, 
welcomed seven new members, provided over 400 tows, while maintaining a safe operation. Well done.  
 
January, we will have an opportunity to celebrate individual accomplishments: state records, FAI badg-
es, cross country flights, and individual contributions to the club. Please plan to join my family at the awards 
banquet. Sign up and pay in advance at the December meeting.  
 
This is my last column as president. Tony Condon will be taking office in January, and I look forward to 
working with him and the board as he takes the lead for KSA.  
 
Over the last four years, I am proud of what we have done together, including: ten dedicated work days, 
sealed 360,000 sq ft of runway, painted runway markings, added a second tow plane, hosted two regional 
contests, moved to a January KSA membership renewal, survived a small increase in dues, hosted monthy 
cookouts at Sunflower, held informative and entertaining meetings, changed meeting location and time 
(6:30 at Cabela's), added regularly scheduled flight instructors to the duty roster. This is just a short list of 
some of the highlights, but it shows you what we can do when we work together. Thank you to everyone 
that has been a part of this success. Enjoy this time of reflection, and celebrate with your family and friends.  
 
Happy landings, 
Andrew 



KSA CALENDAR 

December 13th - KSA Meeting - Cabela’s - Steve Leonard - Flying at New Airports 

2015 

January 10th - KSA Awards Banquet - Kansas Aviation Museum 

February 7th - KSA Meeting - Brian Bird - Working at NASA - Cabela’s 

February 28th - SSA Board Meeting and Annual Membership Meeting - Greenville, SC 

March 14th - KSA Meeting - Cabela’s - Nate Mathews, Falconry 

April 3rd - 17th - 1st Pan American Gliding Championships - Benton, TN 

April 11th - KSA Meeting - Cabela’s - Rafael Soldan, Safety Meeting 

June 24th - July 3rd - Sports Class Nationals - Waynesville, OH 

June 24th - July 3rd - 18 Meter, Open, and Club Class Nationals - Hobbs, NM 

July 4th - Kansas Kowbell Klassic 

July 2nd - July 9th - 1-26 Championships - Minden, NV 

August 1st - 15th - 1st 13.5 Meter World Championships - Pociunai, Kaunas, Lithuania  

September 28th-30th - 2015 Fly Kansas Air Tour 

Member Accomplishments 

David Kennedy passed his Private Pilot - Glider Knowledge Test. Now on to the Checkride! 

Michael Groszek completed his first solo in an Airplane 

Sunflower Seeds 

November 25th: David Kennedy flew the 2-33 with Tony Condon to prep for his Private Checkride. Mike 

Logback towed. 

KSA Towplane News 

Effective January 1
st
 2015 

Cross Country rate $100/hr 

2000’ tow $22 

In consideration of Valentine’s Day, the February 2015 meeting 

has been moved up to February 7
th
! 



Talihina Seeds 

November 11th: Tony Condon took Kate the Cirrus to Talihina for a day of ridge soaring on the Kiamichi, fol-

lowing the strong cold front. The ridge worked well and there were a few thermals. Some wave was in the val-

ley but contacting it proved difficult. Clouds early were overcast but broke up as the day went on which was 

appreciated since the high for the day was 48 F! Also attending were Omri Kalinsky, Andre DeBaghy, Tim 

McAllister, and Gerry Keifer, all members of Texas Soaring Association. Mike Westbrook towed with Big Q 

Aviation’s L-19 Bird Dog. 

Reprited from the September 1974 Variometer 





Editor’s Note - Looking at Bob’s flight analysis from 1974 sure makes me appreciate SeeYou and the OLC! 

KSA Award Applications and Nominations must be submitted by 

December 15th! Form at the end of this issue. Send to  

Tony Condon at abcondon@gmail.com 

Get your Banquet Tickets at the December Meeting!  

Only $20/person. 



Five Hour Duration 

By Matt Gonitzke 

According to the weather forecast, Sunday the 28th appeared to be the best day of all for the VSA regatta. 
Most of the out-of-town folks had left, but us locals and the others left flew. The weather looked better to the 
east, which is odd for this location, so I decided to launch early and fly Wichita Gliderport-El Dorado-Augusta-
Wichita Gliderport twice, and try to get the hardest part of the silver badge, the 5-hour duration flight, in the 
process. In order to maximize my available soaring time, I launched at noon and released from the towplane 
at 12:05. Staying up was initially quite a struggle. It was quite early in the day, the cu had only just begun to 
form, and lift was weak. I stuck well enough that several other gliders launched, and this made finding the 
thermals easier. By 1pm or so the cu had filled in as far as the eye could see, so I headed for El Dorado. 

 

 
The sky was a glider pilot's dream. Heading towards El Dorado. 

 
I stayed high for this flight; I'm not sure that I was ever below 5500' MSL until the end. I had several great 
climbs on the way to El Dorado, and then a nearly 500 fpm elevator to around 7500'. I then had a cloud street 
to my next turnpoint of Augusta, which allowed me to fly 52:1 at 43 mph between El Dorado and Augusta. It 
was probably the best day of soaring of my entire soaring career, and I had a blast. I will remember this flight 
for the rest of my life. 
 
I had no trouble making it from Augusta back to the Wichita Gliderport, so I set out on the triangle once more. 
About 3/4 of the way to El Dorado, I abandoned the task because the clouds in the general area I needed to 
go didn't look very good. I stayed local and screwed around for the remainder of my flight, at one point reach-
ing over 8100' MSL. It was rather cold up there, approximately 55 degrees. At this point, it was 4:30 pm and I 
had 5 hours in the bag. There was still lift and cu everywhere. I flew around a bit more and landed after 5.3 
hours in the air.  
 
Thanks to my new and improved seat cushion, I was even able to walk afterwards. Thus ends the tale of how 
I completed my silver badge at the VSA regatta. 13.4 hours total of flying over the three-day period, account-
ing for roughly 1/4 of my hours in 2014. As a side note, it is quite likely that more of the VSA silver coins were 
issued at this regatta than any previous one. It was an awesome weekend of soaring. This also ended up be-
ing my last soaring flight of 2014, so I certainly ended the season on a high note. 

OLC Link to this flight  

http://www.onlinecontest.org/olc-2.0/gliding/flightinfo.html?dsId=4071505


RULES FOR KSA FLYING AWARDS, 2014 
Unless otherwise noted, the following applies to all awards: 

Awards are to be made for flights with departure points in Kansas. 

All distance and speed flights must start at an altitude of 1000 meters (3281 feet) or less AGL, except the Kowbell Klas-
sic. 

No altitude gate is required. 

Handicaps, when they are used to evaluate competing pilot accomplishments while flying different sailplanes, will be the 
current handicaps used by SSA. For sailplanes without a SSA handicap, a handicap will be established by the KSA 
Board of Directors. For the 2014 season, the SSA 2014 Handicap list, as amended/added to below, will be used (the 
2014 list is available on the SSA web page, www.ssa.org): 

Schreder HP-18  - 1.02 

When handicaps are used, an additional factor will be applied to any flight if the aircraft is carrying inflight disposable 
ballast (water) at takeoff. The additional factor will be multiplying the original handicap by .92 

Turnpoints will be photographed 

The camera does not need to be mounted. Handheld is OK. 

No specific film type or processing is required. 

Only photographs pertinent to the flight need be submitted. An uncut film strip is not required. 

Contest style turnpoint photos can be used for any turnpoint in the KSA turnpoint book. 

FAI style photos can be used for any turnpoint. 

GPS ground tracks may be submitted in lieu of photographs for any task. The track must have the date and pertinent 
times displayed on it. It is preferred that the track be submitted in the IGC format. On declared tasks, the ground track 
must show that the flight path went around the outside of the turnpoint. On pilot selected tasks, the ground track must 
show that the glider passed within ¼ mile of the turnpoint, in the location for a proper turnpoint photo. 

Speed tasks- Allowed methods for time recording: 

 Start/Finish gate (ground timed) 

 Data back photos of start/finish 

 Pilot timed task 

Wooden Wings Award 

Awarded for the longest flight in a wooden winged sailplane. The task may be free distance, or if turnpoints are to be 
used, they must be declared in advance of the flight and in the sequence to be used. The task declaration may be written 
or verbal. The turnpoints need not form a closed course. A remote finish point can be used. 

If the course is abandoned before all turnpoints are made, the flight will be scored as the distance for the achieved turn-
points, plus the distance to the next declared turnpoint, minus the distance from the landing point to the next attempted 
turnpoint, but not less than the distance to the last achieved turnpoint. 

Mamie Cup 

Awarded for the greatest distance flown from a Kansas departure. The task may be free distance, or if turnpoint are to be 
used, they must be declared in advance of the flight and in the sequence to be used. The task declaration may be written 
or verbal. The turnpoints need not form a closed course. A remote finish point can be used. 

If the course is abandoned before all turnpoints are made, the flight will be scored as the distance for the achieved turn-
points, plus the distance to the next declared turnpoint, minus the distance from the landing point to the next attempted 
turnpoint, but not less than the distance to the last achieved turnpoint. 

KSA Flying Horse (Silver) 

Awarded for the best speed achieved around a 100 KM pre-declared closed course with a maximum of two turnpoints. 

KSA 200 KM  

Awarded for the best speed achieved around a 200 KM pre-declared closed course with a maximum of two turnpoints. 



KSA Flying Horse (Gold) 

Awarded for the best speed achieved around a 300 KM pre-declared closed course with a maximum of two turnpoints. 

KSA Handicap Score Trophy (Pilot of the Year) 

Awarded for the best combined score in four tasks - Duration (not handicapped, but 6 hours max scored), Altitude Gain 
(not handicapped), Distance, and Speed. Distance and speed are handicapped per SSA Handicaps or the KSA amend-
ed/added handicap. Departure point for all flights must be in Kansas. Data must be taken from four flights (i.e., one 
flight per task). 

The distance task may be free distance, or if turnpoint are to be used, they must be declared in advance of the flight 
and in the sequence to be used. The task declaration may be written or verbal. The turnpoints need not form a closed 
course. A remote finish point can be used. 

If the course is abandoned before all turnpoints are made, the flight will be scored as the distance for the achieved turn-
points, plus the distance to the next declared turnpoint, minus the distance from the landing point to the next attempted 
turnpoint, but not less than the distance to the last achieved turnpoint. 

The speed task must be a closed course of at least 100 KM. However, a predeclared 200 KM (minimum) non-closed 
course may be used if you are flying a sailplane with a handicap factor of 1.36 or greater (Examples: 2-22, 1-26, 2-33, 
Swallow, etc.) In this case, a wind correction factor of 15 MPH will be subtracted from the achieved speed prior to scor-
ing. 

A score of 1000 points will be awarded the best performance in each task. Each contestant’s performance will be rati-
oed according to the best performance in the task being evaluated. The sum of each contestant’s scores will be com-
pared, the highest being the winner. 

Cumulative Speed Trophy (Charles Henning Award) 

The intent of this trophy is to encourage more people to fly cross country. All a person needs to compete is a sailplane, 
a databack camera or a recording GPS, a KSA turnpoint book, and a tow. 

1) The cross country task will be a Pilot Selected Task, or PST with a minimum time of 2 Hours. 

2) Speed will be determined by the time on course as indicated by the databack camera or recording GPS, or 2 Hours, 
whichever is greater. 

3) Scoring for the trophy will use the SSA handicap or the KSA amended/added handicap. 

4) There is no limit on start or finish altitude. 

5) The task can consist of any turnpoints in the KSA turnpoint book. Contest style photographs will be used. Turnpoints 
can be flown in any order. However, if a turnpoint is used more than once, two other turnpoints must be photographed 
in between. If a GPS Flight log is used for documentation, the flight log must show the glider passed within ¼ mile of 
the turnpoint, in the location for a proper turnpoint photo. 

6) The first picture for the task must include the date. Note: More than one task can be on the same roll of film. Only 
one task per flight. 

7) The second picture for the task will be the start point. This picture determines the Start Time. 

8) To finish a task, the pilot must take a picture of the finish point, or take a picture when the glider comes to a stop af-
ter landing. If a landing photo is used, the next photo on the film must show the glider and an easily recognizable land-
mark. No more than 30 minutes should elapse between the landing photo and the glider ID photo. Note: The Start Point 
and the Finish Point Must be the same point. 

9) The winner will be determined by averaging the two best tasks of the year for each pilot. The averaging will be ac-
complished by adding the two speeds and dividing by 2. 

Lead C 

Awarded to the pilot or soaring supporter who makes the most noteworthy non-achievement during the calendar year. 

Praying Mantis 

Awarded to the pilot who makes the most significant advance in his or her soaring ability during the calendar year. To 
be eligible for this award, the pilot must not yet have his or her Silver Badge at the beginning of the calendar year. 

Send your applications to Tony Condon at abcondon@gmail.com 



2014 KSA AWARDS 
INFORMATION SHEET 

Pilot’s Name____________________________________     Date______________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Documentation required for all flights, per rules published in the Variometer. 

*If you had disposable ballast on board at takeoff of the Speed or Distance flight for consideration, you must put a “B” next  to your 

claimed speed or distance. This affects the handicap number used for evaluating you performance. 

“I certify that all flight claims made above were launched in Kansas and are properly documented (does not apply to “Other Signifi-

cant Accomplishments” category). 

Signed__________________________________________  

AWARD DATE 

OF FLIGHT 

SAILPLANE SPECIFICS 

  

Praying Mantis 
(Nominate Someone) 

      

  
Towing Operations 

(Nominate Someone) 
      

Club Maintenance 
(Nominate Someone) 

      

Wooden Wings      Distance Flown 

Flying Horse Silver 
(100 KM Speed Task) 

    Speed in MPH 

Flying Horse Crystal 
(200 KM Speed Task) 

    Speed in MPH 

Flying Horse Gold 
(300 KM Speed Task) 

    Speed in MPH 

Charles Henning Memorial 

Award (two flights required) 

Flight 1 Date 

  

Flight 2 Date 

Flight 1 Sailplane 

  

Flight 2 Sailplane 

Flight 1 Speed (and time) 

  

Flight 2 Speed (and time) 

  

Kansas Kowbell Klassic Landing Location   Distance 

Kansas Kowbell Klassic Kon-

solation 

Pre-declared Task (must 

have been completed to 

count!) 

  Distance 

Mamie Cup     Distance 

Pilot of the Year by Handicap 

Score 

Altitude 

Duration 

Speed* 

Distance* 

  (feet) 

(hours:minutes) 

(MPH) 

(Statute miles) 

Rex Hamilton Memorial 

Award 

    (Nominate Someone) 

Other Significant Accomplish-

ments (First Solo, First soar-

ing flight, FAI Badge Leg, 

completion of an FAI Badge, 

100th flight, 1000th tow, etc. 

      



KSA VARIOMETER 

911 N Gilman 

Wichita, KS 67203 

abcondon@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KSA MEETING 

Saturday December 13
th

, 2014 

Flying at New Sites - Steve Leonard 

Cabela’s 

6:30 PM 

SSA Calendars - $10 

KSA Banquet Tickets - $20 

 


